
HOMEWORK 
The children will have spellings  and maths facts to learn each week. 

Please help them to practise these as they will have a test each Tuesday 
and Thursday. 

All the children will have a book to read. Please use the planner to record 
when they have read to you. It would be great if they can read 3 times a 

week! 
The children will have a piece of homework  most weeks to help them 

practise maths or English skills that they have covered in class. Please 
try to ensure this is returned to school when it is completed. 

Please make sure that your child’s planner comes to school each day  and 
please write any messages you need to pass on to us. 

THANKS 
  

I will need my P.E. kit  this half term on a 
Monday and Tuesday 

If you have any ideas that would help with 
our work this term we would love to hear 
from you! 

Mrs Thompson will be available, for approxi-
mately half an hour after school on  
Mondays if you need to talk about your child. 

 What will we be doing in our class 
this half term? 
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English 
Writing and comprehension activities based on the Story–Mr Stink , Treasure by Chelsea 
Bartlett     
Read song lyrics  as poems Use figurative language Write poetry based on Homelessness. 
Children to write explanations of different  scientific processes. 
Writing activities on aspects of Homelessness. 
HOMEWORK: 
Activities based on the above. 
Spellings  

Maths: 
Geometry– Position and direction– coordinates, translating 
shapes reflecting shapes 
Decimals 
Percentages 
Algebra 
Multiplication and division 

PSHE: Homelessness / Substance abuse 
 

R.E.:Is anything ever eternal? ( Salvation) 
 

P.E.: 
Gymnastics 
Dance 
 

Music:  Music with Mr Halligan 
 

Modern Foreign Language: French 
 

Topic:    Another Day in Paradise     
SCIENCE 
Find out about are the basic human needs for survival. 
Health  
What effects can life on the street have on the health of the homeless? 
Find about the importance of a good diet  
Find about food groups. 
 Keep a food diary & compare to people living on the streets  
 Look at what we eat and the balance required and what can happen to our bodies when we 
don’t get the correct balance 
Discuss basic life processes 
Locate major organs & discuss effects life style could have on them 
How does exercise affect our bodies –plan own investigation related to heart rate 
Discuss use of substances such as alcohol and drugs and their effects 
Discuss the importance of personal hygiene  

COMPUTING 

Look at pictures on YouTube of people made homeless eg from floods and disasters and 
others Research Homelessness and its affects 

ART 
Look at paintings of Paradise created by other artists 
Create pictures of Paradise  
Draw pictures to illustrate The Streets of London 
 
MUSIC  
Listen to The Streets of London  and  Another Day in Paradise and respond creatively. 
Compare the songs and their  messages. 
 
MATHS 
Practice drawing and interpreting continuous data graphs 
Draw graphs of continuous data  
 
PSHE 
 
Discuss homelessness and find out about the causes of homelessness using ICT 
Discuss issues caused by homelessness and the scale of the problem locally and nationally. 
Write about homelessness and compare to our own lives 
Talk to people who work with the homeless and think of questions we could ask them. 
Write a letter responding to the visit 
Role- play situations of people meeting homeless on the street 
Discuss the work of organisations like Shelter/ Centrepoint 
Find  away to  support the Homeless  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HOMEWORK: 
Activities based on the above. 

 


